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tion. Note: Herald and Kunzel's subcategory titles are quite catchy. For example, the blend of humor and science fiction is entitled "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Sirius" (wink-wink). Another chapter is solely devoted to YA SF writing. There is also a chapter covering short story anthologies. For library professionals, the most helpful chapter might be the last—"Resources for Librarians and Readers"—which offers information about periodicals, online resources, bibliographies, biographies, indexes, encyclopedias, dictionaries, criticism, and more.

An appendix lists winning titles of the Hugo Award, the Nebula Award, the Locus Poll Award, the James Tiptree Jr. Award, the Sidewise Award for Alternate History, and the Saphire Award. In addition, the appendix lists "best" authors and their "best" writing—an informal compilation of authors and their books that have frequented awards lists. The appendix is followed by an author/title index, a subject index, and a character index.

I sincerely hope that Herald and Kunzel collaborate again on a subsequent edition of Strictly Science Fiction. When they do, though, I humbly request that they include books for readers to "now try," as Pearl does in her Now Read This volumes. Also, even though the chapter tabs in the outside margins are advantageous, a more-detailed table of contents might be beneficial.

In their instruction, Herald and Kunzel state, "readers" advisory librarians, booksellers, collection development librarians, teachers, students, and science fiction aficionados will all hopefully find something of value in this resource." This is, indeed, a valuable resource for all of the aforementioned individuals.
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GREE (Submitted by Andrea Hall, Serials Assistant, Madonna University Library)

We are in the process of an Information Technology organizational plan, which would merge the library with Media Services, Academic Computer Services, Technology Learning Services, Information Systems, and Web Development. The result being all team members would rotate among the various IT areas. Our director would like to know if any library has undergone this process and how it is working now.

What are the feelings among the library staff? What about the patrons? How long did it take from start to finish? The projected time for us is 2003-2004. What about cost? Were any jobs eliminated in the library as a result?

RESPONSE: (Submitted by Rick Anderson, Director of Resource Acquisitions, University of Nevada, Reno)

At the University of Nevada, Reno, the libraries are an integral part of the Information Technologies division. The Vice President for Information Technology and the Dean of University Libraries are the same person, an organizational quirk that carries with it a number of significant benefits. For one thing, it means that the Dean of Libraries reports directly to the university president and works with the president on matters of university-wide importance. For another, it means that the Dean is aware (and in a position to debate the merits) of actions by other administrators that may lead to the siphoning-off or general degradation of library and information resources. And at an institution as technology-driven as Nevada, it means that the libraries and their information dissemination needs are able to help set the agenda for essential technological support.

As Steven D. Zink, Nevada's VP for IT and Dean of Libraries, points out, however, "this arrangement only works if the administration regards information technology as a strategic asset that is central to the institution's mission. If viewed in this way, information technology, and, indeed, information resources in general, are more likely to be acknowledged as essential and mission-critical expenditures of increasing importance that must be funded accordingly."
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